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This is Part 6 of COVID-19 UK Real Estate Perspectives. Over recent 
weeks we’ve discussed whether a return to ‘normal’ is desirable and 
which aspects of life might change. This week our contributors boldly 
look to the future to reimagine how we might work, shop and live. 

Digby Flower
Chair UK & Ireland

Paul Durkin, Head of UK & Ireland Retail, in A 
New Era for the High Street? looks at the 
beleaguered high street and identifies how they 
could benefit from those working from home, in 
both the short and long term, as both our 
shopping and working habits change.

In Rethinking Place, Head of London Leasing, 
Richard Howard, shows how developers who can 
deliver wellness benefits to occupiers through 
managed public realm and outdoor space for 
workers, as well as creative solutions to the new 
challenges of occupying a multi-let building, will 
win.   

The 20th Century saw an explosion in economic 
growth thanks to the exploitation of natural 
resources. In The Beginning of the End for our 
Take, Make and Dispose Culture, Andrew 
Phipps, Head of Business Development, EMEA 
& Local Markets, Global Futurist reveals how
the current crisis is providing us with first-hand 
experience of more sustainable circular economy 
principles.

Keeping the circular economy theme and picking 
up on technology and social changes happening 
at pace, Richard Pickering, Chief Strategy 
Officer UK rethinks the city centre and creates a 
4-point model for off-centre development in 
Turning Our Cities Inside Out.

Please do get in touch; we stand ready to help 
you navigate through these uncertain times.
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A NEW ERA FOR THE HIGH STREET?

RETAIL

Paul Durkin
Head of UK & Ireland Retail

Much has already been said about what people 
will desire of their daily life and work patterns in a 
post-Covid world. A fundamental part of many 
people’s lives is how they shop; there is little 
doubt that this will evolve, the question posed 
but as yet now wholly unanswered is what the 
impact of these changes will be?

Lockdown has accelerated the rise of 
online shopping, especially in sectors previously 
dominated by physical retail, such as grocery. The 
share of the grocery sector market being serviced 
by online deliveries has more than doubled, and 
many people have found the convenience (and 
reduced health risk) of an online weekly shop a bit 
of a revelation. I am a strong believer that 
technology will automate a significant share of the 
grocery sector to online fulfilment, particularly for 
highly predictable product flows (and yes, that 
includes toilet rolls!), The visit to the local 
supermarket will be mainly focused on fresh 
ingredient selection and top-up shopping to 
complement the basics arriving on schedule.

The challenge becomes our relative 
interpretation of the term “convenience”. In a pre-
Covid environment, “convenience” was 
principally: the nearest shop. For most 
customer segments, this was the dominant driver 
of store choice, eclipsed by price for a smaller 
number of customers. For the vast majority 
(c. 95%), having to be in for a specific delivery slot 
for online shopping was actually less convenient 
than shopping whenever we felt like it, in 
person, at our closest shop or one on our daily 
commute. In our current lockdown model, where 
many are at home all day, the idea of a pre-picked 
and packed weekly grocery shop arriving at the 
“click of a button” suddenly becomes very 
attractive on a relative measure of 
”convenience”, with the alternative meaning long 
queues to access stores, social distancing 
rules and risk to our health.

The big question is: how much of 
this behaviour will remain in a post-lockdown 
world? For those of us who have 
been working from home and can continue to do 
so when restrictions are lifted, an online grocery 
shop will likely form an attractive and long-
standing part of life. This should be a mutual 
benefit for grocery operators, given the 
demographic of these shoppers is likely to 
be higher earning professionals, with larger 
basket sizes. However, for those who are unable 
to flex their schedules to accommodate the online 
delivery windows (and the increased demand for 
them), it is more likely that a trip to the local 
supermarket will reinstate itself as the dominant 
form of grocery shopping (which, in reality, it still is 
for more than 75% of us, even during 
lockdown). The latter group includes in-store 
retail workers and importantly, key workers.

Beyond grocery, the shift to online across all 
categories will remain a feature for the years to 
come. Experience-led retail and specific, or event-
driven shopping missions will become increasingly 
important to attract people to physical stores. We 
will likely see an increase in the consolidation of 
prime retail into a smaller number of 
locations, visited less often per capita, but 
servicing a larger catchment area. This is probably 
good news for prime, central-metropolitan retail 
and prime shopping centres, but bad news for the 
already-struggling secondary and tertiary 
shopping centre locations. Equally, outdoor retail 
parks, where maintenance and social distancing 
requirements may be easier to manage -
therefore perceived to be a lower health risk -
will likely continue their relatively strong 
performance since the coronavirus crisis, 
especially if these parks are anchored by a 
grocery store.
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But what about the high street? For those dodging 
the daily commute, but without the desire or 
capability to work effectively from home (think of 
the early-career generation living in a house 
share and working from the confines of their 
bedrooms, or, those of us needing a change of 
scene for our mental health and to avoid children 
stealing the show on video calls) the local high 
street may well become the new “office”. Could 
we see a booming return to the San Francisco 
culture of everyone working in their local coffee 
shops, hunkered over a laptop whilst chattering 
away on online meetings…? I’m not sure that 
would suit many of us, and the coffee shops 
would probably not appreciate hordes of remote 
workers with extended dwell times clogging up 
their socially-distanced seats, limiting their 
revenue, and piggybacking on their Wi-Fi. My 
guess is that to accommodate this need for 
more localised remote working, we need more 
flexible working spaces available closer to home. 
Could a rebirth of co-working be the saviour of the 
local High Street? This may solve two problems at 
once. Prior to COVID-19 we already had a glut 
of struggling retail provision on many high streets. 
If this could be quickly, effectively and cheaply 
converted to appropriately-socially-
distanced, flexible working space it could be 
revolutionary – something between a public library 
and a 1990’s internet café (albeit with 2 m 
cubicles rather than the typically cramped spaces 
of yesteryear).

COVID-19 could be the catalyst 
to transform the High Street into what many 
“place-makers” strive for; a place for life, work and 
recreation. The balance of the High 
Street would be dictated by local 
population requirements and their lifestyle 
patterns and missions, rather than a mix forced 
to suit the physical and economic constraints of 
the development space.

For retail occupiers, particularly in F&B, leisure, 
local grocery and food top-up shop missions, all of 
this should be good news, even after accounting 
for social-distancing measures. There will be 
a greater desire to support local community 
connections forged during lockdown. The 
casualties of our traditional national retailers will 

lead to depressed high street leasing values. 
A preference for local provenance should lead to 
a wave of local innovative start-ups, serving their 
local communities throughout the extended dwell 
times that people now spend closer to home (but 
not at home).

Economic models may need to shift to cater to 
people who are now on their local high street 
throughout the day, but that should help 
cushion the short-term reduced density of 
consumption given social-distancing rules. We will 
need to see changes in how landlords and tenants 
share in and support this transition, albeit that the 
move to turnover rent is already well underway 
across asset classes. Ultimately the risk and 
reward will be shared by both parties, and 
these flexible partnerships between landlords and 
occupiers will encourage successful retail that 
can adapt if things aren’t working. This should 
help drive sustained occupancy and reduce voids 
on the high streets. Some landlords may not make 
the historic returns they have come 
to expect; however, they will have tenants (even if 
they aren’t retailers) and will be helping 
to make our high streets better for local 
communities.

The only possible threat to this utopia 
of ‘reinvigorated and revitalised high streets’ is 
technological disruption. We had already moved 
to a world where almost anything could be 
delivered at almost any time. Businesses 
like Deliveroo, Uber and JustEat are joined 
by new entrants and offers, expanding the 
growing ‘armchair economy’. The 
only defence is a local place to share in a sense of 
belonging; because when you’re 
on those daily video calls it doesn’t matter how 
stylish your bookshelf is, you are still sitting there 
alone.
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RETHINKING PLACE

OFFICE

Richard Howard
Head of London Leasing

The events of the last few weeks have forced 
people to reappraise almost every aspect of their 
lives – how workspace will be used being one of 
the key discussion points. Some predict a 
Ballardian, sequestered world where isolation is 
the theme. However, given the societal and 
collaborative instincts built into the human psyche, 
this seems unlikely in the extreme. While there 
may be some differences in what a workplace 
looks like and how it operates, people will still 
want to be in the same space to think together 
and evolve their businesses and fulfil their 
professional ambitions. To quote none other than 
Albert Einstein, “creativity is intelligence having 
fun”. Which is not going to be achieved on a Zoom 
call.

As well as the workspace itself, there is what 
surrounds it – public realm, retail, food and 
beverage offers, and everything else that would 
draw an occupier to a particular environment. This 
too will be a much needed (perhaps more so than 
ever) component of working life – it is interesting 
to consider how this might be articulated in the 
future, and to consider what we may see in the 
near- to mid-term, and possibly longer, as we 
return to a semblance of normality.

Something that was already firmly on the agenda 
pre coronavirus was wellness and the importance 
of what an office location could offer in this 
respect. This will almost certainly take on more 
significance in the new world, and spaces that had 
been given over to commercial activities could be 
switched to areas that allow office occupiers to 
exercise and contemplate without being in a busy 
crowd. A developer that can genuinely show an 
occupier a riverside boardwalk, some world class 
extensive exercise facilities, a proper urban park 
that is just that – a quiet, reflective space with 
generous planting and little else – may well have 
the most compelling proposition.

The provision of retail and food and 
beverage offers may well take on a different tone. 
The operators that have felt the most pressure 
have, predictably, been the smaller, more 
independent operators. This may mean a much 
more collaborative (even to the point of joint 
venture) approach by a developer in order to 
sustain businesses like these in challenging times 
(as well as easing the costs of fitting out which is 
often a key stumbling block to a smaller operator). 
It may also mean that larger operators become 
more attractive – they can provide larger spaces 
which will allow for increased social distancing 
should another crisis arise.

Another possible trend that will emerge from 
current conditions is a reversal of the current 
“sharing” mindset – shared terraces and rooftop 
gardens, shared cafes, shared lobbies, shared 
bike spaces etc. One theme that has been 
prevalent as occupiers contemplate their return to 
being operational is that, whatever plans they 
make for their own return to using their building, if 
they are sharing all of the facilities above with 
other occupiers, it is a significant challenge. For 
example, it is all very well to have the “red team” 
and the “blue team” working alternate days to 
reduce contamination, but for it to work, it would 
need to coincide with all the other occupiers in the 
building – who may have completely different 
regimes. Occupiers may well require their own 
outside spaces, holding areas and food/beverage 
facilities in order to manage their strategies 
independently.
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On this note, a new attitude to place management 
may well emerge. With some exceptions, most 
occupiers have favoured well-managed, light 
touch regimes in terms of their immediate 
environment. Now, the developer that can offer:

>> a system that integrates with local public 
transport

>> robust management of people movement 
around a campus or perhaps,

>> third party remote temperature testing,

may well be the one that an occupier is drawn 

to, by taking away a lot of the ‘headache’ of being 
in an office location. It is encouraging to see the 
many creative ways people are addressing the 
current situation and there is no doubt that this 
creativity will continue as people push to get back 
to work. This piece started with a quote from 
Albert Einstein – to reference another of the great 
thinkers of the 20th Century (Dolly Parton) 
“We cannot direct the wind, but we can adjust the 
sails”, and there is no doubt that some of the most 
intelligent, exacting developers in the world will 
reinvent things to offer what occupiers will need in 
the near to mid-term future.”
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THE BEGINNING OF THE END FOR OUR 
TAKE, MAKE AND DISPOSE CULTURE

RESEARCH & INSIGHT

Andrew Phipps
Head of Business Development, EMEA & Local Markets, Global Futurist

Our current approach to the linear economy of 
take, make and dispose has its roots in the 
second industrial revolution. The first industrial 
revolution sparked off the railroads, coal, iron and 
textiles industries. The second, coming to an end 
just as World War I started, saw the expansion of 
the electricity, petroleum and steel industries.

The years following World War II generated 
considerable prosperity through the exploitation of 
the resources at hand. This approach had its 
downsides, namely the inception of a consumption 
hungry, throwaway society that carried on for 
many decades. The years since the turn of the 
millennium have of course seen an increased 
focus on using resources more efficiently and a 
recognition that we have a finite supply of many of 
the elements we deem critical to living our lives. 
We’ve seen the property industry looking at ways 
to negate the environmental concerns that we’ve 
been aware of for some time. The development, 
operating and management of assets being 
addressed in a more considered manner.

The linear economy has served many people and 
businesses well, unparalleled growth in the 
economy of many countries. In fact, being a 
cornerstone in the growth of many previously 
economically challenged nations. As the economy 
has grown, so too has the level of concern 
expressed by many that this may not remain a 
sustainable stance for the years to come. If we 
create an item, whether that be a washing 
machine, a pair of jeans or a stylish top, with 
shorter timeframes before planned obsolesce we 
exacerbate the challenge of rationally utilising our 
meagre resources.

The ‘cost’ of white goods has reached a level 
where many think it is not worth taking it to the 
local repair shop (if indeed such an outlet existed), 
better to replace altogether, with little thought to 

what happens to the ‘old’ machine much 
beyond ‘will the delivery driver take it with them? 
The thought of suggesting to my 13 year old 
daughter that I mend an item of clothing when a 
seam comes apart would see an expression of 
bewilderment. The whole point of fast fashion is 
not only to get it into the stores quickly and with a 
smooth supply chain but also to become out of 
fashion just as quickly. When an outfit can be 
purchased for the same price as 4 coffees at your 
Starbucks it is hardly surprising that this is the 
case.

Gerald Ratner wasn’t wrong in his infamous 1991 
speech to the Institute of Directors when he 
basically destroyed his company by saying ‘We 
sell a pair of earrings for under a pound, which is 
cheaper than a shrimp sandwich from M&S, but 
probably won’t last as long.’ People don’t mind 
buying products that have a very short life span 
but do mind being told they are buying ‘crap’ to 
use his vernacular. The businesses of today have 
learnt this message and don’t suggest they are 
offering products built to last, the speed of stock to 
shelf dictates the lifespan of an item. No longer do 
people think in terms of years or even seasons, 
but more in months, weeks and ‘wears.’

The current COVID-19 pandemic has given many 
people time to recalibrate and perhaps to 
understand what is important. We’ve seen how 
global supply chains have shuddered to a halt, 
we’ve faced walking along silent high streets, 
driven along empty roads and looked across at 
shopping centres bereft of shoppers. The linear 
economy that has been in vogue for an 
extended period of time has been found wanting 
and the positive news is that there is another way 
of working, a different way to live.
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The circular economy has been discussed at 
conferences, events, across boardroom tables 
and to date has not been greeted with the open 
arms of true recognition of what it actually means. 
In its simplest form it refers to the circular flow and 
efficient use of resources, materials and products. 
The anthesis of the way we have been operating 
for the past century. The new model supports a 
sustainable green agenda, environmentally 
protective and moves us away from a 
consumption and disposal-based model towards 
the extension of the life of products and materials 
and a reduction in the amount of waste being 
produced.

The primary aim of the circular economy being of 
course, to eliminate waste and drastically reduce 
the use of our finite resources. There are a host of 
environmental, climatic, societal and economic 
benefits. The opportunities now are in identifying 
the opportunities that exist and in particular 
enhanced public – private relationships driving us 
towards a new pattern of growth.

The circular economy will gain more attention as 
we progress back to our new normal. The focus 
on consumption and use of resources is 
something that engages people and businesses 
for different reasons. The recent spate of 
minimalism books, guides, podcasts and even 
films is in a part an extreme alignment with the 
concept of the circular economy. The premise 
they offer is one of buying and owning items that 
are critical, don’t throw away, maintain and repair. 
This is of course an extreme, but many will look at 
buying items that are longer lasting, the adage of 
‘buy cheap, buy twice’ being thought of more 
often.

We have already seen signs that our society will 
emerge differently from the crisis than we entered. 
At a very local level doing the weekly shopping for 
my elderly neighbours and answering a knock on 
the door to find a delicious, piping hot plum 
crumble as ‘payment’ is a suggestion that there is 
a renewed hope for the use of bartering, or 
sharing the ‘wealth’ with others. The low cost to 
me, high value to my neighbour (I’m 
going shopping anyway and they can’t), and the 
low cost to them, high value to me of a plum 
crumble (Sheila was baking anyway and had a 
glut of plums from her trees, I don’t have a plum 
tree or the culinary skills!) My colleague habitually 
offers a skillfully caught brown trout in exchange 
for provisions at the local store, a store in which 
his wife volunteers and operates to the benefit of 
the village. In a microcosm this is the circular 
society, drastically reducing waste, providing 
things of low cost to us, high value to others, not 
having to overuse our limited resources.

There have been some that suggest re-
establishing economic growth will result in a pull 
away from the need to create a more sustainable 
environment and approach to life. We have 
to accept that this could not be further from the 
truth, the only sustainable approach to economic 
growth is by engaging with the core principles at 
the heart of the circular economy. 
Those principles of use, reuse and retain as 
opposed to take, make and dispose are in line 
with the way we will view and measure success 
over the remainder of the century.
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TURNING OUR CITIES INSIDE OUT

COMMENTARY

Richard Pickering
Chief Strategy Officer, UK

It is a statement of the obvious that cities were 
built from the inside out. For that reason, the most 
historic part of our cities tends to be the bit in the 
middle. As populations have increased, so the 
boundaries of our cities have moved ever 
outwards in concentric circles. Until the recent and 
now reversed urban renaissance, the middle 
wasn’t where you wanted to live; it was noisy, 
polluted, dense and congested. Exciting, yes, but 
not a place to live. The outside by contrast was 
roomy, leafy – boring, certainly – but pleasant. 
Nevertheless, every day most of us have fought 
our way back into the middle to do our work and 
our shopping.

Did we ever stop to question why? …What if 
we turned our cities inside out?

There are lots of good reasons to bring people 
into the middle of cities; some of which I have 
touched on in previous blogs. Chief amongst 
these is that everyone has an equal chance of 
getting there. The nature of circles is that they 
have a common radius, and the point that 
minimises the average journey time is the centre. 
This dates back to the days when people brought 
crops to the marketplace using horse and cart. 
The market acted as a predictable interchange, 
sourcing buyers and sellers from all compass 
points, which for small businesses helped to 
manage pricing risk. It was the genesis of our 
modern-day capital markets, the nucleus for the 
distribution of public goods and the location of 
much of our social infrastructure.

For decades our planning system in the UK has 
promoted centre-first development in the form of 
sequential tests. This has ensured predictability 
on the supply side for investors, and predictability 
for occupiers wishing to tap into talent pools. It 
also underpins sustainable principles, minimizes 
transport movements and ensures tha
developments have the best possible chance of 

viable economic longevity. For these reasons, 
many consider the idea of developing outside the 
city centre as a form of heresy, equivalent to 
Galileo’s heliocentric theory. This was the past 
however, and the future might now look a bit 
different.

What is the problem that needs to be solved?

There are several contemporary reasons why 
concentrated central development might no longer 
be appropriate.

Firstly, it is becoming increasingly difficult to 
develop good quality housing or commercial 
space in city centres at a sensible cost. Problems 
around affordability have reached fever pitch. All 
brownfield sites have an existing use value and 
hence a land value which creates a financial 
hurdle to redevelopment. Consequently, building 
in city centres means building at ever increasing 
height. The successful bidder for a site is likely to 
be the developer whose bid is predicated on the 
greatest massing – this is a one-way street. 
However, height carries financial diseconomies, 
and in a post-Grenfell world, safety concerns. A 
complete lack of outdoor space in many flatted 
schemes leads to social issues; density in office 
buildings often limits natural light, and living in a 
block of flats is shown to engender weaker 
community ties than living at ground level.

Secondly, the strains on city centre infrastructure 
have become too great. Green areas as a 
percentage of headcount in cities is declining, 
schools and hospitals are having to compete with 
residential uses for land, driving up the cost of 
public services. Centralisation of service provision 
is effective up to a point …and then it breaks. We 
have passed this break point in many of our global 
mega cities.

Thirdly, local communities are dying. People 
exiled into suburban settings are failed by the 
local infrastructure as demand, focus and 
investment are sucked into the centre.
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When as a society do we get off the conveyor 
belt and say that this is no longer acceptable?

Perhaps now is that time. We have entered into a 
period where for at least this year, and perhaps 
quite a bit longer, people are shunning the dense 
social contact provided by city centre
environments. If all workplaces resume under 
social distancing density guidelines and no one 
works from home, then we are going to need a lot 
more office space to cater for the spike in 
demand. City centres will not be able to supply 
this space quickly enough. If, however, a 
significant percentage of our workforce do end up 
working from home, then we are about to see a 
profound structural shift in where people spend 
their time, and hence the locus of demand. Both 
eventualities point to the need for significant 
interventions in our suburbs, second-tier towns 
and neighbourhood centres.

All of these locations have faltered over the past 
30 years. Once vibrant local centres have been 
replaced by clone high streets, charity shops, 
stagnant offices and cleared sites. No wonder 
people prefer to head to the city. However, it 
doesn’t have to be like that. Progress and 
circumstance, combined with a new approach can 
unlock change.

The challenges to shifting focus onto the outer 
ring of our cities lie in the opposite of why 
city centres work. That is that not everyone can 
get there; demand becomes diffuse and 
unpredictable, longer average journey times are 
less sustainable and scale economies and 
agglomeration benefits are weakened. Take the 
example of a shopping centre. If there are fewer 
people in the catchment, there will be less footfall, 
less demand for goods, and in turn this will attract 
fewer retailers. If you want to go to a restaurant, 
you have a cornucopia of cuisine choices in 

the centre, whereas if you live in a village as yet 
untouched by the gastro pub you’d better get used 
to pies and fish and chips. And if you’re an 
employer how do you deal with the increased 
commute times for more remote locations less 
well served by transport modes?

However, all these things can be resolved in 
what I propose as a 4-point model for
off-centre development:

We have to make things smaller, more 
specific, cheaper, and more flexible.

Firstly, if you make something smaller (smaller 
footprint, fewer staff), you can sustain it on less 
demand, limiting people movements to local ones 
only. The historic problem has been getting over 
the hurdle of fixed operating costs. However, 
robotics and automation present significant new 
opportunities to drive down the fixed cost of 
operations and reduce the minimum efficient scale 
for businesses. Resource sharing with other 
businesses (e.g. admin staff) provides further 
benefits. Why not divide your HQ into a series of 
smaller interconnected sites closer to where your 
staff live? Why not have five dispersed 10-cover 
restaurants rather than one central 50-cover 
one?

This comes to the second point. By reducing the 
product offering along with the scale, 
you will be highly specific in targeting a customer 
segment. A large shopping centre in the centre of 
town needs to appeal to the mass market; 
whereas a small facility in a local neighbourhood
can match much more closely to a known 
demographic and deliver a much more personal 
experience. Data helps us to define these 
segments and match demand more effectively 
than ever.
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Thirdly if revenues are going to be lower and scale 
economies weakened, you need to reduce costs 
to preserve margin. This means building 
cheaper to keep rents lower. It is the folly of many 
developers to over specify; whereas we now know 
that you can build a shopping centre out of 
shipping containers, and tech occupiers are happy 
with exposed service media. New construction 
techniques using sustainable materials like cross 
laminated timber or bamboo can deliver at a 
fraction of the cost, especially in lower density 
environments.

And finally, where demand is more fickle, real 
estate needs to be more responsive and flexible. 
Start by not building to last. Cheap, dismantlable 
structures built to circular economy principles can 
be adapted much more readily. Modular designs 
that can be disassembled and reassembled in 
weeks overcomes demand relocation risk and 
provides a sustainable solution.

What’s next?

We face many uncertainties this year that are 
challenging long held conventions and sacrosanct 
thinking. We will never move on as a society 
or as businesses if we are not willing to take a 
critical look at these dogmas and decide whether 
they are still fit for purpose. They say that you 
should change strategy as rarely as possible; 
capriciousness defeats a good long-term plan. 
However, when technology and social change 
conspire to change how the world works, it’s time 
to rip up the playbook.

In particular, a new view is needed on how we 
deliver work and shopping environments for a new 
era. This era is one where people movements are 
less, where society’s resources are distributed 
more equally and are more diffuse, and where the 
importance of local is reinforced. Critically the 
rules need to change to accommodate this new 
world and quickly. Town planning, typically slow to 
react, could and should be leading the change 
rather than responding to it. And real estate 
investors need to show the way, rather than 
waiting for someone else to clear the fog.
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